Summer Newsletter
SPACE CAMP

This summer, we are introducing ‘Space Camp’ to give children
the opportunity to satisfy some of their curiosity as they learn
about and explore space travel, astronauts, planets, stars, the
Moon, the Sun and our solar system. We will have spacecraft,
activities, stories, rhymes, cooking, games, dancing and songs
that teach children the names of the planets.
Learning about the solar system at a young age can inspire
a passion for astronomy, igniting the imagination and
encouraging a lifelong fascination.

Learning and activities at the Summer Camp
Arts and Crafts/Messy Play: Alien play

Cooking: Alien jelly, Fruit rockets, Star

doh, Star-gazing discovery bottles, Space
slime, Moon rocks, Galaxy sensory bag, Mixing
rainbow colours

sandwiches, Rainbow cooking, Planets with
fruits, Pizza-making

Music and Movement: Moon walk with
music, Space yoga, Planet hop, Zumba, Count
and throw the moon rock, Catching the stars,
Robot dance

UPCOMING EVENTS
Alien’s Day
Thursday 11th July

and explore space and the galaxy, Balloon
rockets, Concept of day and night, Discovering
UFOs and aliens, Exploring planets with a
telescope, Discovering magnetism

EXPLORE OUR
UNIVERSE OF
STORIES
Man on the Moon
Papa, Please Get the
Moon for Me
Roaring Rockets
Hello, World! Solar
System
8 Little Planets

Chef Day
Thursday 18th July

SONGS
There are 8 planets!
Mr. Sun, Sun, Mister Golden Sun
The Solar System Song

For further information call

+971 566 877 977

Keep up to date with our daily activities and
follow our social media channels
brightkids_nursery

Science Experiments and Exploration: Play

Bknuae

Baby Loves Aerospace
Engineering!
I Want to Be an
Astronaut
Garcia & Colette Go
Exploring
Mousetronaut

TIPS FOR SUPPORT

• Please take the time to read stories and poems
to your children every day; it’s an enjoyable
way to be involved in your child’s early literacy
development
• Ask questions and allow your children to
ask you questions. Talk about the pictures
and sounds in the stories for continuous
familiarization
• Please label all your children’s belongings

